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Editor’s View

Chairman’s Chat

I

mage Graphics, our printer since
we moved to full-color issues, has
closed its doors with the retirement
of their owner, David Long. While we
wish him luck, we had to scramble
to find a new printer. In an example
of “everything old is new again”, we
are returning to our previous printer,
Kingery of Effingham, Illinois. Their
ultra-modern facility should help
maintain the current quality of our
printing as well as afford us the ability
to start packaging the Driver in plastic
to prevent damage during shipping
and get rid of those awful tabs!
NAMGBR is known as the national register for the MGB, Midget,
and MG 1100/1300, but did you know

On the Covers
Front: Photo by Robert Rushing – Hwy 50 on the way to Ely,
Nevada
Back: T Classic ads for the MGB

Robert Rushing
Editor
MGB Driver
that we also welcome post-Abingdon
modern MGs? Mark Jones certainly
knows that and gives us a profile of
importing and owning a 1995 MGF
in Canada (lucky $%#@!). We also
have the final article on Dave Braun’s
MGB restoration and two other articles
dealing with paint that I hope you find
interesting.
Also covered in this issue is the
2012 meeting of the British Motor
Trade Association. The BMTA is a great
organization whose primary focus
is to make the hobby better for both
the professional and the enthusiast. If
you know of a local British repair shop
or parts supplier who doesn’t belong
to the BMTA, please encourage them
to join. Dues are only $150 per year,
which pays for itself with the joint
publicity, information sharing, and
support the membership provides.

S

ummer is fast approaching and so
is MG 2012, our 21st Annual Convention scheduled for June 6-10
in Dillard, Georgia. The Peachtree MG
Registry hosts this year’s event. I can
tell you that they are looking forward
to showing us some good old southern
hospitality. If you have not registered,
there’s still time to get your in or you
can even sign up at the event.
The area around Dillard lends
itself to enjoying your MG, the north
Georgia mountains and the surrounding North Carolina and Tennessee
countryside is some of the most scenic
in North America. While the host
hotel is completely booked, there are
many rooms available in the area from
B & B’s to motels and even the near by
state park. Checkout www.gamountains.com and click on where to stay.
For those of you with a little extra
time on your hands, Dick Lunney of
Classic MG Magazine with a little help

The Inside Line

Robert
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Richard Liddick presenting the Nuffield Trophy
to Charlie Scott, president of the MGCC-Washington DC Centre on behalf of MGCC-UK.
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Richard Liddick
Chairman
NAMGBR
from his friends has organized the
North Carolina Border Tour. The tour
kinks off on June 3 in the Raleigh area
and will make its way to Dillard on
June 6. After MG 2012, it will continue
around the North Carolina border to
Kitty Hawk before heading back to Raleigh on June 14, for more information
checkout www.classicmgmagazine.
com.
I have a few final items I need you
to think about and they are the two
positions on the NAMGBR’s executive board that will become open this
October. We need a member(s) that
has office skills and the ability to
donate a couple of hours a day to be
our secretary. If you have ever wanted
to play a role in the organization, now
is to time to step forward. You will
need to submit your letter of intent
to seek the office to the current board
and the editor of the MGB Driver for
publication. We also need someone to
run for the position of vice chair. The
vice chair’s position does not involve
the same commitment of time as the
secretary, however it is vital in that the
vice chair acts as of liaison with the local chapters and is a voting member of
the executive board. If you have any
questions regarding these positions,
please do not hesitate to ask me, Denny or Kim and we would be more than
happy to tell you want is involved.
The North American MGB
Register needs your participation, we
are the only member-run MGB, MG
1100/1300, and Midget club in the US
and Canada and we can’t do it without
you. Looking forward to seeing you all
at MG 2012.
Safety Fast!

Richard
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From the Secretary

From the Treasurer

adies and Gentleman start your
engines. This famous Indianapolis
Speedway announcement used to
signal the start of the Indy 500 and it
could be the call to announce the start
of your driving season for 2012. The
record setting early spring weather
makes getting on the road easy. We
appreciate our affiliate clubs, now
totaling over one hundred, for providing events for members. Take time to
check out the special events planned
to celebrate the MGB 50th birthday,
hard to believe it has been fifty years.
A special welcome to our new
affiliate club the Inland Empire MG
Classics of Spokane, Washington,
President Bob Hughes. If you reside in
an area close to the following clubs,
feel free to contact them, British Sports
Car Club of Louisville, Kentucky;
British Motoring Club of Michigan;
Grand Stand British Car Club Surfside
Beach, South Carolina; or the Edmonton Classics Car Club of Edmonton,
Alberta. These clubs are seeking members to become affiliated.
I continue to see members list
their local clubs that are not NAMGBR
affiliate clubs. If you are a member
of a non-affiliate club and would like
information on how to become an
affiliated club let us know. There is no
cost for affiliation and the benefits
could save your club money. I often
hear comments from members that
the cost of insurance for events continues to increase. Clubs seeking event
insurance, which is being required
more frequently, should consider the
advantage of our insurance program
and especially the annual cost. In
exchange for filing the club affiliation
form and identifying eight members,
we can include your club as an affiliate
club. Go to our website www.namgbr.
org and check out the club listings in

A

L
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Denny Elimon
Secretary
NAMGBR
your area. Affiliate clubs are reminded
that for re-affiliation, they need to
individually list their members by
membership number when renewing.
Are you looking for something to
change your routine that is rewarding?
Have you ever considered volunteering
for an office in NAMGBR? If not the
opportunity to join is available, the
organization would afford you an opportunity to serve and meet members
nationally. I can attest to the joy of
serving the organization, I have made
friends throughout the nation.The
office of Vice Chairman and Secretary
will soon be open due to term limits.
To pursue these openings contact the
current officers for information.
Your officers continue to work on
the goals and objectives announced
during the Annual General Meeting
for 2011. The new website is under
construction. The new site should
be available June 2012. We will have
available website advertisement space,
if members know any company wishing to advertise.
We would like to extend a special
“Thank You” to David Long owner
of Image Graphics for his service to
the organization. David is retiring
after thirty years of printing ink on
his hands-time has come to travel
America!
Happy early spring motoring!start your engines! As always’ feel free
to contact me if you need assistance.

gain, I would like to everyone
(NAMGBR officers, Coordinators, and members) who have
helped me to get to a point where I
am comfortable handling process of
being Treasurer. The first six months
of the new financial year has been a
continuous flow of members dues and
advertising revenue offsetting normal
expenses (postage, office supplies,
printing the MGB Driver), and the start
up cost of developing a new website
leaving us on the plus side. The hope
of a easy to use, updated, and attractive
website should carry our needs into
the future as the face of NAMGBR.
The only changes that have
been made is to the treasurer check
mail, it is now delivered directly to
my residence and a check scanner
for deposit to cut the time processing
checks, before the next dues reminders are sent to members. This saves us
postage expense and clears checks to
member’s bank accounts in a timely
manner. I have also changed our credit

Dave Mullen
Treasurer
NAMGBR
card processing account to Chase Bank
(our checking and business accounts
provider) to save money on the on fees
charged by the previous credit card
processor.
The only things I wish to ask
of our members is to include their
membership numbers on all checks,
PayPal, and credit card payments. Also
for our Canadian members, please add
“USD” (US Dollars) after the numerical
amount on your dues submissions.
In closing, I hope that I can
become more efficient as Treasurer
because as warmer weather comes my
thoughts constantly drift to being on
the road in the MG and seeing everyone in Dillard.

Dave

Denny
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MGB Registrar

Ken Smith
MGB Registrar

Adrian Goodenough.

O

The great changeover!
From “A”to “B”!

ur regular Abingdon correspondent, Adrian Goodenough, started work at the
MG Factory on December 27, 1960, at
fifteen years of age, joining his brother
Basil who was working on the Trim
Line for the MGA.
Adrian –“I used to travel in with
Basil, but because they started work at
7:00am, I had to wait for the personnel
office to open and meet Tommy Nichols the works guide. However, while
waiting by Basil’s bench, I had my first
taste of banter from others at nearby
work stations, always in good taste, (no
swearing!) and these men remained
my friends until the factory finally
closed in 1981.
“I first spotted the MGB prototype
in Jack Herring’s workshop next to the
stores in A-Block. Jack worked with
his father and these two men could do
anything with a piece of wood! I can
recall looking at the model which had
an MGB front end and an MGA rear
end – this was about 1960 and as a fifteen year old, I desperately wanted one
of these models! The pre-production
MGB was hidden in the back of the
paint shop where Geoff Jinks had a bay
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where he prepared the show cars.
“When the MGB arrived, I
was working in A-Block on the
trim deck. They ran the new line
alongside the old MGA line, but
when the new bodyshells were
brought into the progress department to be unloaded by one of the
works drivers whose name was
Reg Hartwell. (He looked a lot like
Elvis as did many of the lads following current fashions!) One of the first
jobs for the maintenance men was to
modify the slings and hoists to unload
the new body shells. There was also
another team who changed the trolleys the bodies sat on as it was taken
onto the line on the trim deck.
“Because the operatives were on
piecework they utilized sick reliefs and
personnel from development department to start building the new car.
One of the first tasks was to remove
the bonnet so they had to invent and
build a rack on wheels so these could
be transported to the ground floor
by Dick Prior where they awaited the
arrival of the correct matching MGB
body.
“Also just below the trim deck
were the stores, where there was a
small department which was responsible for shaping all the brake pipes.
Here a team about six strong and also
on piecework, made the jigs for the
pipe benders.
“MGB dashboards for the new
MGB were made in the press shop and
were then taken over to B-Block to
what was known as the “black” paint
shop! Here they were placed in the
degreaser dip (trichloroethylene) then
MGB Driver • May / June 2012

Irland MGB LE

were dipped in black
before being sprayed
in crackleblack.
They were then
taken back up stairs
to the trim deck to
have all the instruments fitted prior to
installation in the
car.”

Connecticut – The
Gorin Sports Car
Center on Tolland
Turnpike (do they
still exist?) We
have the sister car
on the database
GVVDJ2AG
520050 which was
sold in Vermont,
presumably by the
To be continued
same dealer.
in this 50th anniverThe dealer
sary year!
cost of the MGB
was $7950 to
which was then
The Original Limited
added Overdrive
Edition Package
Irland MGB LE - Just 27k original miles!
at $300 and
“Limited Edition
Received some
Package” at $600. Interesting that
interesting information on a 1980
the LE Package, apart from listing the
MGB Limited Edition just acquired by
usual stripes, wheels, paint, etc, also
member Jim Irland down in Texas, not
made a note of “Black MG Coco Mats”
so much as to what’s different about
which to the best of my knowledge
the car which has just 28,000 miles on
were always an add-on to the package
the clock, but in the dealer paperwork
and not mandatory.
that Jim sent me. GVVDJ2AG 520046
The sub total for the car came to
built in March 1980 was imported into
$8850 to which was then added transthe USA through Newark, New Jersey,
portation and handling at $155, for a
by JRT of Carlstadt, New Jersey, and
final total of $9005 which did not inwas then sent to a dealer in Vernon,
MGB Driver • May / June 2012
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Letters to the Editor

Magnetic logo for the MGB 50th Birthday Party
to be held at Blenheim Palace in England.

clude state and local taxes. The dealer
invoice stated that an annual fuel cost
of $843 could be expected, based on a
16mpg average, covering 15k miles per
year at 0 .90 cents per gallon! (Those
were the days!)
Our original Secretary for
NAMGBR Jerome Rosenberger has
re-entered the ranks of running MGB
owners with his purchase of a 1974
Blaze MGB out of Northern California.
We were happy to be visited by Jerome
as he called in to Goleta following his
purchase. The car is now in Southern
Illinois needing lots of “TLC” and
Moss bits!
Seen here is the magnetic logo for
the MGB 50th Birthday Party to be
held at Blenheim Palace in England on
September 23rd as well as a new photo
for the top of my page. Check out the
new 50th Anniversary MGB T-shirts
from Moss as advertised inside the
front cover “50 Years and Running”
of the last issue of the MGB Driver. I’ve
also sent a photo of Adrian Goodenough.
10

New Registrations Received
Thanks to all who submitted details of their MGB – have you registered
yours yet?

Michael Stedman
- 77 MGB		
Dan Vollmer
- 78 & 79 MGB
Steve Curtis
- 70 MGB/GT
Fred Radcliffe
- 67 MGB/GT
Dan Rinker
- 77 MGB		
Chuck Gaines
- 71 MGB		
Patrick Grassick
- 78 MGB
Richard Hagy
- 74 MGB/GT
Wayne Wright
- 74 MGB		
Terry Thompson
- 68 MGB/GT
David Knight - 80 MGB LE & 72 MGB/GT
R Duncan
- 70 MGB		
Roland Raad
- 80 MGB LE
James Irland
- 80 MGB LE
Serge Couture
- 79 MGB LE
Dale Kohler
- 77 MGB		
Michelle Dorman
- 79 MGB LE
Jerome Rosenberger - 74 MGB		

OH
WA
NC
SC
WA
TN
FL
OH
SC
ID
OH
NY
FL
TX
QC
UT
TX
IL

Until next time - Stay Safe-buckle
up, and be alert!
(We need more LERTS!)

Ken
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Dear Ken Smith & Scott Walker,
It was with interest that I read your
discussion in the MGB Driver Jan/Feb
2012 regarding concours judging and that
your engine paint was the wrong color.
In 2005, I entered my 1979 MGB into a
concours and was marked down for having an engine color that was assumed to
be incorrect. The notation on my judging
form was “Red s/b Black” and I received
a 2-point deduction. Since I purchased
my car new from an MG dealer in 1980, I
know for a fact that the color of the engine
was original to the car. My B is still in
factory original condition with only 25k
original miles on the clock.
With no disrespect intended to
Adrian Goodenough, whose factory stories
I really enjoy, the overall quality exhibited
by my (then new) MGB was low, even by
US automaker standards of the time. I
could give you a list of benign cosmetic
visible defects, and an even larger list of
things that simply fell apart early in its
pampered life! I’m sure that in earlier
times the MG staff was quite committed
to the quality of its cars, but by late 1979
the handwriting must have been visible to
many and the general morale in Abingdon
must have been quite strained.
As an aside in my youth, I was
always captivated by the sight of MG
roadsters tooling around my hometown
of Chicago. One day I was working in my
home office and listening to the radio
when it was announced that the MG
Plant was to be shut down. I decided in an
instant that this would be my last chance
to possibly own one of these dream cars in
factory new condition. My nearest dealer
was Algonquin Motors in Algonquin, Illinois. They had quite a number of MGBs
still in stock as did a number of other area
dealers. After a modest amount of price
and color shopping, I settled on my 1979
Carmine Red roadster and we’ve had a
really fun 33 years together.
—Greg Slobodzian, E Logan, Utah
Ken Smith adds: Thanks for the
MGB Driver • May / June 2012

information Greg. We will be interested to hear what Adrian says
about this one! I too, was in Chicago
around that time and was offered a
1980 Brooklands Green MGB Roadster for the sum of $3000 if I could
get the cash to the dealer by 5 pm
local time. However, at the time, our
bank in England was closed for the
day and we couldn’t get the cash
transferred to our bank in the USA in
time to get the deal done!

Robert,
I need your help locating the title and
author of a book mentioned in the most recent issue of MGB Driver. My son-in-law
is preparing to become a junior high math
teacher. Being a retired teacher myself, I
gave him my copy the most recent issue of
the Driver with an article about MG auto
math.(calculating horsepower, speedometer ratios, etc) I told him that using
some examples of using math to calculate
various things about the automobile could
be a good way to connect with his students
that most likely at that age have an interest in cars.
THE PROBLEM!! He lost my copy of
the Driver. I would like to have a reprint of
that article with the auto math book title
and author mentioned. Perhaps you could
scan the article(pdf file)and e-mail it to
me or send me another issue of the maga11

zine. Thanks in advance for you help.
Thanks, —Jim Steputis

Readers Ride — Dan Masters

Jim – I sent you a couple of
extra copies and e-mailed you that
great article by Dave Braun as well.
Hopefully your son-in-law will spark
the love of math and cars in a lot of
young people during his career!
Robert,
Thank you for letting folks know
about it. It is a truly unique and wonderful event! I hope to be racing my TD at
it. I raced in the first event in 1983, and a
number of years thereafter.
Weather here in eastern Pennsylvania (I’m in Nazareth), has been wonderful! Winter never arrived! Yesterday a
number of us from the Keystone MG club
caravanned through winding back roads
to a place to have brunch together. Love
the sounds of those MG engines upshifting and down-shifting. Most had tops
down! Love it!
—Greg Prehodka, MG Vintage Racers
Greg – I hope the MG Vintage
Racers have a banner year. Hope to
see you and the MGVR at the University Motors Summer Party/Grattan
Race Weekend.
Robert,
The MGs of Baltimore, Ltd. Car Club
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Dan’s grandson completing his first drive in the V8.

presents the Limited Edition MGB V8
Wine Rack and Etched Glass Table Raffle.
This is the work of Eric Salminen and he
has donated it to our club.
Tickets are $5.00 each. The winner
will be drawn on Saturday, September 29
at the 33rd Annual “MG’s On the Rocks”.
Shipping is available if the winner can not
be present. To get tickets contact Richard
Liddick at RGL2MGBGT@aol.com
—Richard Liddick
That’s a pretty unique piece of
MG regalia you’ve got there!

Spectacular engine presentation.

Impecable interior.

Article and photos by Dan Masters

T

he first picture was taken just after
my16 year old grandson finished
his first drive in my Ford 302 powered MGB/GT. To say he was impressed
would be an understatement – 350
HP in a 2300 pound car makes a good
first impression! He has laid claim to it
when I’m too old to drive it, but since
I’m only 71, he has to wait a while yet.
Probably a good idea, as I’m not sure
turning a teenager loose in a car like
this would be a good idea. I know it
wouldn’t have been a good idea for me
to have had it when I was his age – I
probably wouldn’t be here now!
I bought this car, in pristine condition, from its second owner in 1993.
Although I thoroughly enjoyed it in its
stock condition, I always felt it needed
just a bit more. When I was a teenager,
I could never decide which I wanted:
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Undercarraige is spot on.

a hot-rod, a custom, or a sports car. It
didn’t matter then because I couldn’t
afford either one. Now that I’m retired,
I found that I could afford one, but
only one. This car gives me all three in
one package. Life is good!
A complete write-up on the construction of this car can be found at
www.britishv8.org/MG/DanMasters.
htm, but here are the highlights: Ford
302 GT40 V8, Tremec 5-speed, Ford
8-inch axle, three-link with coilovers rear suspension, custom front
suspension from Fast Cars Inc., disc
brakes front and rear, Fiero seats, air
conditioning, and custom body work,
including fender flares from a Dodge
Omni. It is a driver. In the three and
a half years since completion, I’ve put
almost 10,000 miles on it.
See you in Dillard! —Dan Masters
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Readers Ride — Victor Van Tress

Article and photos by Victor Van Tress

A

ugust 1970, I bought for $1150,
a 5-year-old MGB. It was a 1965
Olde English white Tourer with
matching factory hardtop, red leather
with white piping interior, and red
wool carpet. Other factory options
were chrome wires, ashtray, heater,
front sway bar, and gray pack-away top
with a red tonneau. The build date is
December 17th 1964. So while it has
pull-style door handles it was built
with a 5-main bearing engine (18GB).
It is with this car that I drove
across Mulholland Drive, atop the
Santa Monica Mountains, nightly
for the next four years. Good torque
and stable handling made us famous
among the “regulars” who frequented Mulholland Drive in those
days (before cell phones and police
Helicopters). Even that long ago, the
original paint was so good that I made
a promise to myself that I’d never crash
it. That promise and the car made me
a better driver. So much so that when
I did go racing with the Sports Car
Club of America and the International
Motor Sports Association, the adage
“To Finish First You Must First Finish”
was firmly ingrained in my mind and I
actually drove my race cars to the race
track and back including Road Atlanta
and Watkins Glen. Two SCCA National Championships and ten years of
competition racing and I’ve still yet to
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crash a car.
In 1989, I decided the car should
be returned to its original condition.
Not that it was bad, but the paint was
thin and the leather was shot. All the
suspension and underbody was done
in my garage including freshened
engine and transmission. There was
never any rust and all the original
trim was used. It was not registered on
the road again until 2005. Still has its
original 1963 to 1973 style California
Black plates and the title is quite literally a pink slip (unlike the rainbow
colored titles they issue today).
Sorry I don’t have any “Lucas
Jokes” to tell, as I’ve never had any
problems with the car. Still has a generator, regulator, two 6-volt batteries,
and positive ground. Well, I have had
three speedometers. I guess the mileage to be about 134,000 in total.
I drove it up to Reno last June
and entered it in early chromed MGB
concourse. It earned an honorable
mention (or so I hear, anyway). Strictly
speaking, concourse is as it left the factory but mine had period accessories
from MG Mitten like front badge bar,
inside door scuff plates and sill plates
as well as a positive ground am/fm
radio. I guess it will never be concourse
(as I’m not going to remove the mirrors, radio and such) as it is just as I
got it 41 years ago. I plan to wear it out
again.
MGB Driver • May / June 2012

2012 BMTA Conference

A visit to Paul Dierschow’s amazing shop, Sports Car Craftsmen facility, Arvada, Colorado.
Article and photos by Robert Rushing

T

his year’s British Motor Trade Association’s meeting took place in
Denver, Colorado, on the weekend
of February 10-12. There was a great
turnout with over 40 in attendance.
Topics this year covered many business topics such as Strategic Planning, Understanding Your Insurance
Coverage, Developing Customers and
Increased Sales through Articulation,
Current State of the Parts Industry,
Modern Small-Scale Manufacturing
Techniques, Alternative Marketing,
Continuing Education, and Basic Business Finance.
One of the highlights of the

Paul Dierschow
MGB Driver • May / June 2012

conference was a visit to Paul Dierschow’s amazing shop (dare I call it a
“complex”) – Sports Car Craftsmen in
Arvada, Colorado. Paul’s shop is a fullservice facility. He has multiple shipping containers outside packed with
restoration projects and used parts
plus the yard has dozens of parts cars.
Inside the shop is a large display room
and front counter. It was a beautiful
space with tons of great posters, glass
cabinets, new parts for sale, and even
a few cars on show – not to mention a
stunning full TVR chassis mounted to
a wall, complete with engine, transmission, and suspension. The working
parts of the shop included a metalwork
room, main repair area with multiple
lifts, a paint room, and inside storage.
All of it so clean, you could eat off any
surface.

Just some of the shipping containers Paul has.
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My New MG: Owning an MGF in Canada

Attendees checking out the many shipping
containers in the yard.

Some of the project cars waiting in the shipping
containers.

For those of you not familiar with
the BMTA, it is a network of professional shops, suppliers, and media
(including the national clubs) to
cooperatively promote and improve
the British car ownership experience.
The British Motor Trade Associate has
a simple and clear two-part mission:

to promote the British car as a safe,
reliable, and enjoyable vehicle worthy
of enjoyment and investment; and to
promote business-to-business collaboration that improves knowledge, quality, expands business, and explores
emerging markets.

One of the many great sites at the shop.

Many networking opportunities, during the
conference, took place.

Some of the many parts cars at Paul’s shop.
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The now famous full-size toy car.
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Article and photos by Mark Jones

S

hortly after I bought my 1973
MGB/GT back in 1998, I learned
that MG sportscars were still being produced in England. Since then I
have longed for a MGF.
During the summer of 2010, I got
the chance to spend an afternoon in
the passenger seat of my friend Roger
Pratten’s 2003 MGTF. Judy and I really
enjoyed the visit from Roger and we
both admired his car. Roger informed
me that early versions sell very cheaply
MGB Driver • May / June 2012

in England. This started my scheming as to how to get one for myself as
the earliest F’s are now more than 15
years old, the age at which a car can
be imported into Canada without
restrictions. I would never have
thought of importing one myself,
but Roger was willing to give me a
hand in locating an early car in good
condition.
About this same time I learned
of a company in Ayr, Ontario, that
had just imported a small number of
MGFs into Canada. Hmmm, it might
be worth taking a look at them. So
one Saturday in April, before the
annual Ancaster British Flea market
event, Judy and I found ourselves in
Ayr meeting with Mark Willis, one of
the guys involved with importing the
MGFs into Canada. He had five in
his storage area in Ayr, one of which
was a very nice ‘96 MGF in BRG with
tan interior. After a short test drive,
I decided that I wanted one of these
cars; I just needed to sell my MGB/GT
in order to make room in the garage,
and the pocket book, for my own
MGF.
Within a month, the GT was sold
and I found myself back in Ayr looking over the cars more closely. After
a couple hours of crawling over and
under the cars that they had for sale,
I decided on an amaranth-coloured
1995 MGF, which I chose because the
body was in excellent condition. A few
days later the MGF was in my driveway. The car I purchased is the 1608th
car built and was first registered Dec
15, 1995.
With the car home, I went about
giving the car a tune, an oil change,
and a wash and wax. Given that this
car had essentially sat for two and a
half years it was in need of some TLC.
It’s such a comfortable car to drive,
easy shifting, good brakes, and very
peppy engine. The MGF has a 1.8L
engine with the same bore and stroke
17

as the B-series. But the F’s engine has
a double overhead cam, multiport fuel
injection and produces 120 PS and
returns 33+ mpg.
The car had to be safety inspected
and emission tested before it could
be licensed in Ontario. Two requirements to meet Canadian standards
were European-spec headlights, and
the addition of a daytime running
light module. The car easily passed its
safety inspection, but I was a bit worried about the emission test because
the first few times I drove the car it
would sometimes sputter and run very
poorly. I attributed this to the old gas,
and possibly some water in the tank,
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from the car sitting for two years. A
couple tanks of fresh gas, along with
the tune-up, and the car easily passed
the emission test.
In early July 2010, we took the
MGF and our 1980 Spitfire to one
of our favourite shows, which is put
on by the Mad Dog and Englishmen
Motoring Association of southwest
Michigan. This is one of the larger all
British car shows in Michigan and
is held on the grounds of the Gilmore Car Museum, a great location
for a car show. Of course, there was
no MG class for the F so I was put in
the “Other British - 1965 to Present”
category. As I drove to my spot on the
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field heads constantly turned to look
at the car. “Haven’t any of you people
seen an F before?” As it turned out the
category I was put in was across from
the Pre-1956 MG category so I parked
with them instead. Before I had even
got out of the car several people hurried over to see the car and ask questions about it: “What is it, where did
you get it, how can I get one, why did
they never import them?” were just a
few of the questions I heard over and
over again. I really was amazed at the
amount of interest that the car drew.
At the end of the day I received the
biggest surprise yet, I won first place in
the “Other British - 1965 to Present”
category. This is my first award in 13
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years of MG ownership.
With the driving season coming
to a close I think I have my first issue:
falling coolant level. With some diagnostic help from the MGOC’s technical assistance group, the leak may be
due to a faulty intake manifold seal,
which is a known problem with the
very early cars. But if it is the dreaded
head gasket failure, I feel confident
that I will be able to successfully fix
the problem.
Am I glad I bought the MGF? You
bet! I was surprised when I realised
that I had put almost 4,000 miles on
the car since buying it. My interest in
the MG marque has been renewed.
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The Jubilee Controversy

Article and photos by Dick Mullins

W
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e are very fortunate that there
is no controversy that 2012
is the fiftieth anniversary
of the MGB. The first MGB – GHN3
101 – rolled off of the lower chassis line
of the factory in Abingdon in June of
1962. It was a RHD car made for the
UK market. Unfortunately, no one
knows where this car is or if it still exists. Fortunately, car GHD3 102 was a
LHD car made for the USA market, and
it still exists. You can see it at MG 2013
in Corvallis, Oregon next year.
Unfortunately, the determination
of when the fiftieth anniversary of
the MG Marque was not so easy as the
MGB as British Leyland found out in
1975. On May 9, 1975, Mike Beard of
the British Leyland Public Relations
department released a press release
with the following headline, “MG
Golden Anniversary- Anniversary
MGB/GT will be a collector’s item!”
This led to a storm of controversy by
MGB Driver • May / June 2012

MG historians including F Wilson McComb who had been Editor of “Safety
Fast”, was a well known writer and had
spent much of his career working for
the company.
The press release announced the
production of a limited edition MGB/
GT now known as the MGB/GT Jubilee
Edition to celebrate the fiftieth anniversary of the MG Marque. The car
was a RHD UK market car. Only 750
of these cars were to be sold. Actually,
they made 751 cars because one was
damaged in a promotion. They also
made one more of these cars with a
V8 engine at the request of the British
School of Motoring and they made one
Jubilee roadster for the US market as
well which was given away as part of a
promotion.
The Jubilee Edition was not your
average MGB/GT. It featured wheels
from the MGB/GT V8 which was being
produced for the UK market at the
time. These were painted black and
21

gold. It was painted a special color,
new (darker) British Racing Green and
had lovely gold side flashes with a fiftieth anniversary logo on each side of
the car. The car had a unique all-black
steering wheel with a gold background
to the MG logo on the horn push. Rear
badges had a gold MG along with a silver BGT and the front badge was gold
as well. Unfortunately, they ran out
of gold badges during production so
some the badges put on the cars were
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the normal silver badges.
The design group for MG had a
contest to design a dash badge for this
car only. All Jubilees were supposed
to get this numbered badge with a
space for the first owner’s name. For
some reason, this badge was not put
on during production and shipped out
separately. Unfortunately, very few of
the cars actually got an original factory badge.
Many optional items such as over-
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drive, headrests, full carpeting, and
tinted windows were standard with
this car. The car also had the normally
chrome side strips painted body color
and the back of the outside mirrors
were painted black. It had black wheel
caps with gold MG badges also.
While this car was perfect for
the celebration, there was a problem.
MG historians including a few people
who were around in 1925, questioned
whether 1975 was the fiftieth anniversary of the first MG. The fiftieth
anniversary in 1975 was based on the
production of a car now called “Old
Number One” which was built in 1925
and went on to win the “Lands End
Trials” in 1925 to establish MG as a
true sports car. “Old number One” still
survives and is on display in the UK
today.
The book “MG by McComb”
clearly documents that MGs were
made prior to 1925 with a picture of an
ad dated 1924 noting, “This MG Super
Sports Morris will climb the famous
Purlock Hill at 25 miles per hour“.
Along with other pictures of MG cars
built prior to 1925.
On the other hand, the press re-
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lease by Mike Beard states: “Controversy - Some automotive historians have
disputed the claim that MG No. 1 (Old
Number One) is the first MG. Author
Richard Knudson ends that controversy in his soon to be published book,
“MG - The Sports Car America Loved
First”. Knudson quotes the following
note from MG founder Cecil Kimber
to Wilfred Mathews: ‘To Wilf – my first
passenger in my first MG”. Mathews
was Kimber’s companion in the 1925
London-Land’s End Trial. The car he
refers as his first MG is now called MG
no.1 (Old Number One).”
You can make up your own mind.
At least the Jubilee Edition was built
to celebrate the fiftieth Anniversary
of “Old Number One’ winning the
“Land’s End Trials in 1925. No matter
when the first MG was made, the company established a tradition of making
very special “hand built” sports cars
loved by the public.
There will be an original UK 1975
MGB/GT Jubilee Edition on display
next year at MG 2013 in Corvallis,
Oregon (my car) as well as many other
beautiful and historic MGs .
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Water-Resistant Radio

Article and photos by Robert
Rushing

I

t seems like every time I
return from a NAMGBR
convention, I hit a massive storm that just floods
my car. MG 2010 was the
worst – I’ve never driven
through rain that hard. By
the time I got home, my
CD player on the stereo had
given up the ghost. Even
after drying for a couple of
weeks, the CD player never
recovered. Luckily the radio
The connection wires, note how I soldered old bullet connector
and AUX connections still
wires.
worked. Well, at least they
did until I was on the way
and had CD players.
home from MG 2011…
I guess I should mention that now
That was the second stereo I’ve
too. I wanted something smaller than
replaced in the past five years. There
a unit with a CD player because on
had to be a better solution. I hit the
the 1968-71 MGBs with the Abingdon
internet and searched for boat stereos.
Pillow dashes, the center console sits
There were several brands out there,
so far back that most modern stereo
none were completely water proof as
units butt-up against the vent tubes
such, but most said they were weather
and don’t allow the console to push
and water resistant. Unfortunately,
back into its correct position. I really
most of what I was found were white

24
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The arrow on the left is the main, red, power wire going into a green circuit while the arrow on the
right is the always hot, yellow, wire going into a brown circuit.

The new stereo is on the left, note the significant size difference.

The previous stereo - note the vent holes on top and the open connection ports on the back .

Soldering the wires together with my cool Harbor Freight wire holder doo-dad.

The previous stereo with CD player - see how far it sticks back
26

The backside of the radio, the wires are plugged and there are no vents for water to enter.
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The new stereo does not even go past the center support brackets.

The new stereo with my fancy MG sticker to make it look cool.

wanted a smaller unit with just a radio
and an AUX jack for my iPod. My continued searching paid off.
I expanded my search to motorcycles since I heard that some Honda
Goldwings have stereos installed. I
found the Milennia MIL-MR-50 that
was talked about on a bulletin board
with some positive reviews. The best
prices I found were on eBay for about
$69. As you can see by the pictures, the
unit is significantly shorter than my
old stereo, yet it was still the standard
size in width and height to fit in the
opening. You can also see that the unit
is enclosed without vent holes on top
and the wires are capped to keep water
out.
To install the stereo, I did like I
usually do – I solder old bullet-connector wires onto the stereo wires so I
can plug them directly into my wiring
harness without have to cut any wires
on my harness and I solder the speaker
wires together directly. For those of
you who haven’t installed a new stereo
28
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in a while, here are the wires and what
they are for: Yellow – always hot power
for the clock and radio pre-settings,
Red – power, Black – ground, Blue –
power antenna or amp, plus four sets
of speaker wires.
I plug the Yellow wire into a
Brown circuit, the Red wire into a
Green circuit, the Black into Black, and
just tape off the blue. Before soldering
the speaker wires, test for continuity
to make sure that the circuit is good. I
recommend this because after installing my unit, the sound would go out
when I hit a bump. After doing a lot of
research and reinstalling the stereo a
couple of times, I found out that with
modern stereos, if one of the speakers
loses connection, it shuts the sound off
so it won’t overheat (at least that’s what
the internet says…). I finally found
that one of my back speakers wasn’t
getting a good connection. After I
fixed that, the stereo has worked great
and hopefully will for years to come –
rain or shine.
29
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MG 2012 Update

WWW.MG2012.COM

by Tom George
MG 2012 Co-Chairman

T

his is the last MGB Driver issue
before the big event, MG 2012 in
Dillard, Georgia. There is still time
to register for the NAMGBR National
Convention and show, but you need
to do it now before time runs out.
Registration information, schedule of
events, regalia ordering information,
lodging information and such is available at www.mg2012.com.
Most of the rooms in Dillard,
nearly 200 in total, have been reserved
but you might still find one left if you
hurry. There are another 100+ rooms
available in nearby Clayton, Georgia,
only five miles from Dillard, and many
of those properties have some rooms
left. Look on the web site for more
details on hotels in Clayton.
You may also want to check out
the Rabun County Convention and
Visitors Bureau web site for more information on things to do in the area and
for places to eat and shop. The site also
has links to other accommodations in
the area like Bed & Breakfast lodging
and camping areas. The Rabun County
CVB has a link on MG 2012 web site as
well to make your web surfing experience a little easier.
When you arrive at MG 2012 and
pick up your registration information,
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please be aware that your name badge
is your participation ticket to all events
except on-site dinners. We ask your
cooperation in wearing your name
badge during all activities so that we
may be able to identify convention
participants easily among groups
traveling away from the main convention site. Since it looks like a couple of
events will necessitate multiple groups
departing from the Dillard House Inn,
the driving tours as an example, we
will need your cooperation in wearing
your name badge when you check in
for your scheduled event.
All of this will be detailed in your
registration packet and in the MG
2012 program book available to all
registered attendees. In the program,
you will find detailed information on
all events as well as information on the
surrounding area, schedules for the
convention, and important meeting
information for the tours and events
away form the Dillard House Inn.
Those of us here at the Peachtree
MG Registry of Atlanta, your hosts for
MG 2012, look forward to your visit
and an exciting time in the North
Georgia Mountains with our MG
friends. We have a great event planned
and we hope that you will take advantage of our southern hospitality
and visit with us. See you soon and …
Safety Fast!
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A Visit to Advanced Distributors
Article and photos by Dave Braun
Minnesota MG Group

N

ot too many people give much
thought to their distributors,
and yet of all the parts of an
automobile, the distributor is probably
equal to the carburetor in determining how well the car will run. No,
strike that. Since nearly all carburetor
problems are ignition in nature, the
distributor is the most important component in determining how well your
car will run.
The distributor has the responsibility for converting the energy stored
in the ignition coil into a spark that ignites the fuel air mixture compressed
in each cylinder in a manner that will
allow for the nearly complete combustion of the mixture. If the spark is
delivered to the wrong cylinder at the
wrong time nothing good can happen. If the spark is delivered to the
right cylinder, but too early or late, the
combustion process will be incomplete
and the engine will run poorly at best
and destructively at worst. This is
because it takes a finite amount of time
for the flame front caused by the spark
to consume the air/fuel mixture. In
other words, it takes roughly the same
amount of time for the flame front to
complete its mission at idle as it does at
5,000 RPM. Therefore the spark has to
occur earlier at the higher RPM to get
the job done. In a typical four cylinder
engine under load, the spark has to
be timed to occur between 8-degrees
of engine rotation before top dead
center (BTDC) at idle, and 32-degrees
of engine rotation BTDC at high RPM.
And, this spark must not only happen
on cue, but it must happen 117 times a
second at 3,500 RPM.
The distributor accomplishes
this by rotating in concert with the
camshaft, which rotates at half the
engine speed, and directing a rotor
at a particular spark plug wire just as
34

Jeff Schlemmer of Advanced Distributors with the distributor testers he uses to re-curve his customer’s distributors after completely refurbishing them.

the points ‘break’ which collapses
the energy stored in the coil causing
a sudden surge of energy at the spark
plug. In order to keep the points from
rapidly blowing away, a condenser is
used. To have the spark go to the correct cylinder at the right point in the
travel of the piston and account for
that flame front difficulty, there is a
set of advance weights and springs to
twist the cam that makes and breaks
the contacts, to an earlier position.
When your distributor was new it
functioned pretty well. The workers at
Lucas made thousands of distributors a
day to a wide variety of specifications,
but with manufacturing tolerances
being what they are, some of the distributors worked better than others.
On the best ones the advance weights
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happened to be positioned a bit more
favorably, the shafts were a bit tighter
in their bushings and the stop arms on
the cams hit their stops completely in
concert with the advance required by
the particular engine the distributor
was destined for. That’s right, every
engine designed has a specific timing
curve (advance vs. RPM) that optimizes the performance of that engine for
the car in which it is installed.
Time is a big factor that directs the
useful life of the distributor. Disuse
can cause corrosion, which can result
in drag and breakage. Excessive years
without being renewed can cause
wear in the shafts resulting in both
wobbly distributor drives and wobbly
distributor cam response. If you have
the original distributor in your car
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and it has never been fully serviced, it
would be impossible to expect that the
unit is operating any where close to
optimum.
This is pretty much what happened with ‘Maggie’, the 1970 MGB
whose wire wheel conversion has
turned into a full restoration. A previous owner had equipped Maggie with
a Pertronix Module, a device to electronically replace the function of the
points and condenser in the distributor. In the year preceding the conversion, the wires to the Pertronix module
chaffed through and caused a direct
short to the ignition switch, burning the white wire from the switch,
through the tachometer, to the ignition coil and destroying the Pertronix
module at the same time. I replaced
the white wire and installed a set of
points to replace the fried Pertronix.
For the next year, until we took the car
out of service, I chased a lumpy idle,
unreliable spark, and poor advance. I
tried a bunch of things from building
my own Frankenstein-distributor from
a variety of sources (just like Frankenstein’s Monster was made from a variety of body parts in Shelley’s novel) to
installing what I thought was a good
vacuum advance unit. However, I was
never really happy with the performance, economy or idle that resulted.
Rebuilding the engine during the
restoration seemed a perfect time to set
the distributor right.
I placed a call to Jeff Schlemmer at
Advanced Distributors. Jeff started rebuilding and re-curving distributors in
1986 and by 2004 he was so busy that
he quit his day job and went into the
Distributor modification and refurbishment business full time. Last year
Jeff and Clark, his part-time employee,
turned 1,500 distributors, and this
year they expect to increase that number. Clark is at the shop on Tuesdays
and Thursdays, and if you call those
days it is Clark who will likely answer
35

Maggie’s distributor is opened up and the faults are examined. Besides wobbly shafts and a worn
contact point base, the ‘light’ spring has lost tension and the stop has hammered the seat about two
degrees past optimum.

the phone. Clark also handles most of
the disassembly and cleaning of the
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various components in the distributors
which arrive from all over the country,
while Jeff continues to handle the more specific work
of rebuilding and re-curving
the units. With only 5% of
his work being local, it was
a bit unusual to personally
drop off Maggie’s distributor, but since I wanted to talk
to Jeff about his work and
possibly prepare an article, I
made an appointment rather
than drop the unit in the
mail. Because I was creating
a stock MGB engine with like
new compression I didn’t
bother to fill out the distributor questionnaire available
on line at his website www.
advanceddistributors.com.
We did end up discussing the
worksheet and in hindsight,
I should have filled it out
because doing things consistently is important.
Maggie’s distributor isn’t
the first I’ve had Jeff do; he
did the distributor in ‘Tommy’ our 1952 MG TD; as well
as distributors for several of
the people who have come
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A half dozen or so distributors in refurbishment. Also shown on the wall are some of the hundreds
of parts Jeff has sourced and commissioned to specific tolerances to improve the build process of
the distributors sent to his compan

to me with car or carburetor problems,
so I was familiar with what seems to
be a miracle when you stick one of his
distributors into a car and start it up
for the first time.
Naturally, I first wanted to know
why his distributors made such a
difference. The answer really has
four parts. First, Jeff has the luxury of
building a distributor the way a factory
would if they were required to only
build about seven or eight units a day.
By that I mean that all the tolerances
are tightened and the distributors are
rebuilt to a level that just isn’t possible on a fast moving, vast production line. Jeff has sourced dozens of
custom made parts to replace parts
that typically fail in use, and he has
sourced those parts to his own specific
tolerances, after which he is able to
hand-fit the parts to maximize quality
and consistency. And that’s the second
part, consistency. Each distributor
that arrives at Advanced Distributors
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is set in a queue to be turned in order.
Each one is dismantled; the parts
degreased, media blasted to a consistent surface finish and then polished
to close the pores of the materials to
resist oils, stains and even fingerprints.
The finish is important not only for
lasting looks, but also to assure that
parts move as intended after installation (think friction reduction.) During
assembly the parts are purposefully
modified to tighten the end float of
the shafts and the float of the cam. The
end of the advance stop is lengthened
so that the exact degree of advance
can be obtained, rather than the plus
or minus 2-degrees the factory dealt
with. Remember, 2-degrees of breaker
cam advance is 4-degrees of engine
rotation! The third factor is that each
distributor is set up on one of the distributor test machines to fine tune the
springs used to regulate the advance
curve against the RPM of the engine.
Jeff may go through several iterations
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One of the several non-distributor products Jeff has produced are ‘Fly-off’ parking brake pawls.
This pawl will replace the standard pawl in your MGB parking brake to make it work like the parking brake in a T-Series, i.e. you push the button to lock the brake and simply pull up to release it.
This product is available, along with other products such as a ‘topside’ timing pointer and tape so
you can time your engine without crawling underneath the car to read the timing marks.

An early Lucas distributor is modified, with the owner’s approval, to accept a more readily available
breaker plate.

to obtain the exact amount of spring
tension, stop arm length and drag
before he is confident the distributor
will match the requirements laid out
in the distributor worksheet provided
by the customer.
While all of those are good mechanical answers, the fourth reason
is pretty much out of our control, and
that answer is related to fuel quality.
Since our cars were built, fuel formulations have improved and compositions
have changed. As a result, the advance
curve needed to start the flame front
to optimize burning has changed
also. Jeff has done many comparison
tests with dyno pulls and has found
through trial and error what works,
and what doesn’t. In fact, many of
the popular ‘performance’ European
distributors will not run properly on
modern fuel, and as Europe adopts
formulations similar to the United
States, the manufactures are adopting,
without much apology, the curves that
Jeff has developed.
38
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Speaking of performance distributors, most of those are built for
racing and operate over a narrow band
of RPM at the peak of the intended
horsepower curve. These distributors
have no use for vacuum advance, and
in fact when running wide open there
is little vacuum present anyway. This
isn’t true for our street engines, which
spend better than a third of their time
at idle, and 2/3 of their time at much
lower cruising RPMs. Any car driven
on the street, even if it has an aggressive cam and ported head, will benefit
from an intelligently set up vacuum
advance system. The vacuum advance
moves the advance curve to an even
earlier position by sensing high engine
vacuum and moving the advance
plate an additional amount over that
set by the 32-degree BTDC maximum
mechanical advance we previously
covered. At this point, the engine is
not heavily loaded; and the mixture is
leaner and so requires a longer burning time. The result is an engine that
39

This is the distributor from a rare 1947 Alpha Romeo C6 2500. It has passed the initial inspection
and cleaning processes. Notice the broken points springs. Jeff will fabricate and adjust new ones
from raw stock. He may make several before he is completely satisfied.

can loaf with better fuel economy and
performance without suffering from
pre-ignition or over heating.
The best place to pick up the
vacuum is the port on the carburetor
just at the throttle disk, and not at the
manifold as on later cars hoping to
deal with ever more stringent exhaust
emission standards. That’s why a
‘port/manifold’ choice is on the questionnaire. If you aren’t sure though,
Jeff will be able to figure out your
needs based on the other factors you
provide on the worksheet. In order to
ensure that the vacuum advance works
properly, Jeff has sourced the parts
needed to both repair and build from
scratch the units, from the diaphragms
to the process he uses to crimp the
halves together. For example, on units
for the Triumph TR6 he has discovered
that the actuating rod for the vacuum
advance must be shortened a fair
amount to achieve satisfactory results.
Advance Distributors will work on
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any points-based distributor. While
I was visiting, there were distributors
in process from a Bosch built unit destined for a Mercedes 450SL: to a very
rare and irreplaceable Bosch unit being
restored and re-curved for an equally
rare 1947 Alfa Romeo 6C 2500. There
were also Cadillac, Corvette, Studebaker, and of course a fair amount of
LBC Lucas units, which Jeff confesses
to be his favorite.
As I completed specifying my
distributor needs, I did not opt for another Pertronix equipped distributor,
although Jeff has supplied thousands
of distributors so equipped from his
company. For one thing, I happen to
like points and they have never left
me stranded since that day in Duluth,
Minnesota, when Ohioan Dave Zyp
showed me how to properly adjust my
points! Furthermore, I always had a
sneaking suspicion that contrary to
what I’ve seen in some of the literature; at least for me, points seem to out
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To optimize the vacuum advance, sometimes a completely rebuilt component is needed. This is one
of the inner halves Jeff uses when the customer-supplied unit is no longer serviceable. He’ll mark
the ‘P’ for port or the ‘M’ for manifold as appropriate before he sends out the completed distributor.

perform various electronic triggering devices. Jeff agreed with me, and
provided the reason. If your distributor
is completely up to snuff, Pertronix
simply is not needed. The combination of proper bushing clearances; cam
to shaft clearances; advance springs
and curves provides a perfection the
factory could not achieve. Even brand
new mass produced units can’t come
up to this quality level. Pertronix
can however mask the imperfections
present in worn or mass produced
units. We talked about a TR6 we have
both worked on in the recent past that
develops an amazing 136 horsepower
at the rear wheels with a standard set
of points in one of Jeff’s distributors.
Moments prior to this pull, the same
car, with the same timing and a crane
electronic ignition, dyno’d only 99
horsepower at the rear wheels!
In a week or so I should have my
newly refurbished and re-curved distributor. I had the pleasure of watchMGB Driver • May / June 2012

ing a real craftsman at work, one who
shares my enthusiasm for all British
cars and their mechanical attributes. It
was interesting to watch him quickly
identify the problems in my collection of distributors, from the missing
stop in the advance unit I thought
was good, to the wobbly bushings and
worn breaker plate in the distributor
that has soldered on over 200,000
miles in ‘Maggie’. So if that idle on
your MG won’t stabilize when you
have a timing light on it, or if you are
running hot and you just can’t seem
to get the throttle response and power
you used to have, go to Advanced
Distributor’s website; print out the
worksheet questionnaire; and send
your distributor to Jeff. Like thousands
of others, you’ll be glad you did. You’ll
also experience the magic first hand
when you start your MG for the first
time with a finely crafted distributor
that is absolutely optimized for your
engine.
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MG Paint Codes and Colors

Article and photos by John “The MG Doc”
Mangles All British Car Repair

P

aint CODE: def. #4: a system of
secret writing in which letters,
figures, etc. are given special
meanings. Paint codes on our MGs,
are nonexistent, for the most part. The
early MGA (1500) had a paint code
incorporated in the vehicle identification number (VIN). However, the
powers that be did away with the code
on the 1600, Mk II, and the MGB.
Why? I don’t know.
Paint COLOR: def. #3: any coloring matter; dye; pigment; PAINT: in
this sense, the primary colors (red,
yellow and blue) and the secondary colors formed from these (green,
orange, purple, etc.) are sometimes
distinguished from black, white, and
gray (achromatic colors).
Manufacturer formula number:
This is the number that the paint
manufacturers use to sort and catalog
42
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each color. Paint colors are what help
to give the MG their beauty.
Original MG paint colors: The
color that the vehicle came from the
factory with.
Original paints: Lacquers, Enamels (general terms). Modern Paints:
Urethanes, (acrylics and polys).
Now, you might be asking:”where
is he going with this?” Well here goes…
Recently I have been trying to help
some customers pick a color for their
car. I am often asked to paint someone’s MG an original color. There is
only one problem. There are no paint
codes on the cars! Even if there were
codes on the cars, we have a tough
time making the color in modern
paints. Then, the question is, why
can’t you look it up on the Internet?
There are plenty of websites that have
the original paint color names (Orient
Red, Old English White, Ash Green,
etc.) codes and paint manufacturer
formula numbers. Some of them even
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Seen at this year’s BMTA Conference, Paul Dierschow showed off a display at his shop, Sports Car
Craftsmen in Arvada, Colorado. He has been gathering these samples for a number of years now
to create a visual display of original color panels from the MGB. Paul pulled these from the inner
splash panels of MGBs that he noted were not re-painted and appeared original.

show original paint book chips! In a
perfect world, you would take these
numbers/names to your local automotive paint store and he or she, would
be able to mix that particular color in
any original or modern paint. Here is
the kicker. Most of the time, this can’t
be done. The reason being, most of the
numbers are obsolete and the paint
manufacturers are phasing out the
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original paints. I keep saying “most”.
Very few of the colors are available in
modern (urethane) paints. Most of
them are not.
The paint manufacturers are
phasing out lacquer and some enamel
paints. Generally the formulas will
not cross over to the modern paints.
This can be overcome though and I’ll
explain how later.
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Paul has created a great source for scanning that original color to get the proper formula (see John
Mangles’ article elsewhere in this issue). If you have a panel that Paul doesn’t have, I’m sure he’d
love hearing from you.

You might hear the terms, High
Solids, V.O.C., UV, Two Pack, Urethane, Polyurethane, Acrylic Urethane, Base Coat Clear Coat (bc/cc),
Single Stage, and Tri Color. These are
all terms used for the modern paints.
High solids: The modern paints
do not require as much material to
complete a job. In the old days, one
could paint a fender using a pint of
paint. With the high solids paints, we
can sometimes paint the entire front
end of a car with a pint of paint. More
of the material makes it on the car and
less on the floor in overspray. Now, you
say, “you’re using less paint, it should
cost less”. Not so. That pint of paint
that cost $7.00 in 1970 can now cost as
much as $60.00 per pint! That gallon
of lacquer primer that cost $10.00 in
1970 now an acrylic urethane cost as
much as $200. I think you are starting
to see a pattern here. This is part of
why a quality paint job cost so much.
V.O.C. (volatile organic compound): These are the part of the paint
that get into the atmosphere and
pollute the air. The modern paints are
much lower in V.O.C.s therefore, better for the environment.
UV: Ultraviolet inhibitors are
added to clear coat paint to keep the
sun from fading the colors as fast as
they used to.
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Two Pack: Usually refers to paints
that use a hardener or other additive
to enhance gloss or give additional
durability to the finish.
Urethane, Acrylic Urethane,
Polyurethane: Types of modern paints.
These are the finishes that are replacing the lacquers and enamels that are
being phased out.
Base Coat/Clear Coat: Any paint
system that requires a clear finish over
the color to achieve a gloss. The base
coat color has no shine or gloss at all
until the clear is applied.
Single Stage: Any paint that does
not require a clear finish to achieve
gloss.
Tri Color: This system requires
a base color, mid coat color (usually
something to enhance the base color)
and a clear coat of paint.

Back to Matching Original Colors
When original paints are phased
out the formulas are lost as well. For
some reason a modern color that
matches an original color, requires
different amounts and types of tinting
colors to achieve the same color. In
these cases, the original formula is of
no use.
A person can come reasonably
close to matching an original color. So
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close in fact, that I feel, the human eye
cannot detect a difference. So, how do
we go about finding a modern color
to match an original? I’ll go about it a
couple of different ways. One way is
to look for some of the original color,
such as a place hidden or covered on
the body like in the trunk or under the
dash. I might remove a splash shield or
look under a part that has never been
removed. I tend to stay away from the
engine bay as the oils and grease have
usually stained the finish to a point
that it cannot provide an accurate
color match to the original finish. Another way is to look in the color chip
book at the paint store. This can be as
frustrating as trying to buy wallpaper.
If I am lucky enough to find a useable
formula for acrylic enamel, I’ll have
the color mixed, then spray some on
a panel. When it dries, I’ll take the
panel to the paint store where they use
a spectrometer to take a picture of the
color, enter this into a computer and
let the computer find a modern color
formula to match the original. This
tends to be the best method as we usually need a spot at least three inches
square for the spectrometer to read.
Finding that much useable original
color on a forty year old car is next to
impossible.
With the newly mixed modern
color in hand, I’ll spray a door or
fender on the car for the customer
to inspect and approve. If need be,
we can look for a different shade and
adjust the color as needed.
I am sometimes asked to match a
color from a photo, magazine article,
or a computer screen. This is next to
impossible. A customer brought in a
magazine with a picture of a car the
color he thought he wanted. I tried
looking through color chips at the
paint store and could not come close.
I went so far as to call the magazine
editor to get the name of a vehicle
owner that was pictured so I could
contact him to find out the color of
his car. When I got the color mixed,
it looked nothing like the color in the
magazine. It was the correct color but,
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the lighting in the picture made it look
completely different. This is the same
problem with trying to match a color
from a computer screen.
As I’m sure you know, painting
materials and labor are very expensive. Find a painter that will work with
you to find a color that pleases you and
that you will be happy with for a long
time.
My title says MG paint codes but,
most of this information is useable
for any other older vehicle. I hope I’ve
shed some light on this area of paint
codes and colors. If not, I’m sure that
I’ve totally confused you.

MGB Restoration, Part III

Using a small paint stick to remove a defect missed while machine sanding.
Article and photos by Dave Braun
Minnesota MG Group

I

Finishing the Finish

n the last issue we covered painting
in the home shop on Diane’s MGB
“Maggie” for the Wire Wheel Conversion that Turned into a Restoration.
We described the entire painting process and how it is possible to get great
results by carefully removing the old
finish; priming and applying single
stage paints to those hard to buff areas;
and then base and clear coat to those
areas which require the maximum
of gloss and protection. In this last
installment of the bodywork series, we
will discuss making that final layer of
clear coat look like glass.
If you have access to a professional body shop and their superb
paint booths, your paint and clear
would have flowed on with little or
no disruptions in the surface (defects).
You would have been able to moni-
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tor your application in such a way as
to have just the right amount of clear
applied to give a hard, long lasting and
shiny finish that would require little if
any future waxing. Professional body
shops however, are much more adept
at insurance work of panel replacement with subsequent blending of

Unwanted “orange peel” effect.
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Applying 3M Perfect-it III 3000 Swirl Mark Remover with the seven-inch polisher and foam pad.
Held at this angle, as the pad spins clockwise, it will buff OFF the edge of the fender lip, not ONTO
the edge

new and old paint. Their economies
of scale don’t permit the extensive
handcrafting required of the restoration process. It’s why my friend Mike
and I decided to paint the car ourselves
in the first place. Body shops do some
of this final surface finishing we are
about to describe, just not to the extent
that we did. Both of us had worked
with another friend, Gary, on final
clear finishing in the past, and so we
felt confident in proceeding.
When the clear coat was applied,
we made sure that we ended up with
a slightly thicker coating than necessary for shine because, absent a paint
booth, we knew that paint surfaces
have a tendency to “orange peel”
leaving a series of undulations much
like its namesake. In addition, critters and dust trapped in the clear coat
and small runs meant our job was not
quite done. Ironically, clear coat does
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flow out very smoothly even in our
painting situation. It looks incredibly
shiny from a few feet away, until you
get down and look straight across the
finish into a reflected light. Then the
defects are apparent. We allowed the
finish to harden for about 24 to 36
hours, and then as odd as it may seem,
we tore apart this gloss and recreated
it.
Mike and I started the teardown
by examining the surface and looking
for any runs that may have occurred
while we were building up our clear
coat. Runs are simple to remove and
are much preferred to allowing the
clear coat to go on too dry. Runs are
removed with a straight razor blade
held at a scraping angle and brought
perpendicular to the run. The resulting scrape removes the high points of
the run and subsequent scrapes levels
the run to the surrounding surface.
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Using the small air powered polisher next to the trim strip edge

Think cheese grater not slicer, and you
will have the correct idea. A similar
process can be used on any insect
or dark spots appearing in the clear
coat; just make sure you don’t scrape
through the clear while removing the
defects. Of course, now the runs have a
milky white appearance, but that’s OK,
because in the next step, the entire car
is going to look the same way.
We then loaded our DAs (orbital
Dual Action sanders) with six inch 3M
“Production Resin Bond Pre-Cut Film”
P1000 sheets. Basically, these sheets
are translucent circular sanding sheets
that are used dry. They adhere to the
sanding disk with a hook and loop
fastener system which employs very
small hooks and loops. Mike also has a
three-inch DA for getting into hard to
reach areas. We simply cut three-inch
disks out of the six-inch as needed,
but you can also purchase the sheets
pre-cut. We went over the entire clear
coat surface creating a uniformly flat
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surface free of any orange peel and
blending the scraped runs into the
surrounding surface. The P1000 sheets
are doing a lot of work, so replace
them when dust is no longer created.
Also, wipe the sheet free of dust every
minute or so (I use my pants leg or
front of my t-shirt… don’t tell Diane).
Very small hard to access areas can be
sanded using P1000 sheets folded over
flexible sanding pads or even paint
sticks. When using a sanding block
or a paint stick I sometimes like to use
the sheets damp. Just avoid using your
bare hands as the surface may develop
finger ridges.
Of course, any time you are using
powered sanding or buffing equipment with sanding sheets or compounds the possibility exists that you
may go through the surface. If you do,
the only solution is to re-clear that section and start over with the sanding
and buffing. Be especially conscious
of the edges of panels. Never allow
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Working on a run by scraping. In tightly curved areas, the scraping must be done very slowly and
deliberately.

a sanding disk or foam pad to move
‘onto’ an edge as it rotates, rather make
sure the disk or foam pad is turning
away from the edge. Some people like
to mask the edges before sanding for
protection, and if you see any degradation of the masking tape, it is a signal
to be more careful. But with some
practice, it becomes natural to move
away from edges rather than towards.
Because the sanding dust left behind has about the same consistency
of the sanding sheet used, wipe the
entire surface of the car clean when going to a finer grit of sheet. As we talked
about previously, sanding leaves small
scratches equivalent to the grit of the
sheet being used in the surface. The
scratches are what dull the finish and
give the clear a milky appearance during this process. I can’t stress enough
that your goal is to achieve a perfectly
flat surface before moving on to the
next grit of P1200.
The P1200 sheet will not do a lot
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of leveling, but it will remove all the
P1000 scratches that resulted from
leveling the surface and leave behind
its own, finer, P1200 scratches. Do you
get the picture? From here on out we
are milling down the small ridges left
behind by the previous process. Next
up are the P1500 sheets to remove the
P1200 scratches, and finally the wet
P3000 Trizact foam disk used with
a soft interface pad. Although the
car will not look really shiny at this
point, you should be able to feel your
progress with your fingertips. You can
also sight down level with the paint
and look at reflected light to make sure
all the remaining marks look uniform.
As before, clean the surface between
grits and the paste left after the P3000
application.
Now put a dollop of 3M Perfect-it
III rubbing compound on the surface
of the car. With a high-speed seveninch polisher equipped with a wool
pad, work the dollop into the pad and
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on the surface, then set the speed on
the low side of 1200 to 2000 RPM and
turn the polisher on. (If you forget
to work the dollop into the pad, be
prepared to spray a nice ring of rubbing compound around the shop and
yourself.) Be very careful of any edges,
and note as the clear starts to shine.
Keep working with the rubbing compound until the surface is uniformly
shiny. Check your progress by sighting
along the level of the surface. Work
small areas at a time, and generously
overlap the areas worked. You may
find that it takes more than one of the
applications of rubbing compound to
really knock down the scratches on the
surface.
If you are having trouble removing the scratches, you may need to
go back to the damp P3000 or even
the P1500 to level out the stubborn
scratches. Some users like to remove
excess rubbing compound with a
micro-fiber cloth marked for the compound being removed. I like to simply
continue to buff until the compound
disappears. As the compound cuts, the
resulting paste is milled to finer and
finer levels resulting in a gradual cutting of the surface. Once the surface
has been initially cut, the polisher’s
speed can be increased closer to the
2000 RPM speed, as using too fast of
a speed initially may burn the clear.
A smaller three-inch polisher with a
wool pad will aid in smoothing out
hard to get into areas. These tools can
be found with both foam and wool
pads to make them useful for a variety
of compounds.
When you are satisfied with the
shine, switch to a foam pad and use
3M Perfect-it III Machine Glaze or
3000 Swirl Mark Remover with a three
or six inch DA as the area dictates.
Keep your foam pad clean, and if you
are using micro-fiber cloths, mark
one for this product to avoid using
the cloth used with the coarser rubbing compounds. This process uses
the same skill set as did the rubbing
compound with the wool pad, but be
careful not to catch the surface of the
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foam pad on the edges of the panels, or
you can tear the pad and deposit dark
bits of pad into your work piece.
Finally, fit an ultra foam pad and
use 3M Perfect-it III Trizact Machine
Glaze. The surface must be very hard
to get the full benefit of this product,
so it may be wise to allow the surface
to cure a week or so prior to applying
and buffing. On a side note, because of
the lower sheen available from the factory in the ’50s compared to the ’70s,
I usually skip the Machine Glaze on a
T-Series MG because I feel it improves
the finish to an extent not achievable
when the car was new. “Tommy”, our
’52 TD was finished in this manner.
One technique Mike and I don’t
use in finishing our clear is a clay bar.
A clay bar isn’t really a polish or a
compound; it is a surface preparation
bar that smoothes (microscopically
fills) the paint and exfoliates contaminants. Clay removes above-surface
bonded contamination through the
mechanical action of the clay bar
rubbing against the car’s surface. The
removed contamination sticks to the
clay. A normal use is to remove stubborn brake dust from a car’s surface,
or to remove paint over spray from
a panel repair. It is even effective on
car windows removing water spots
and insect debris. But it doesn’t really
polish, it is more adept at picking off
contaminates. Just be careful not to
drop the clay bar. If you do, you will
never get the ‘grit’ out of the clay and
the material will no longer be suitable
for a fine paint surface.
In closing, the clear coat is a hard,
durable finish which when applied
and finished properly will give the appearance of a hand rubbed shine and
prevent most chemical penetrations.
Your car should now be so smooth and
shiny that you will never need to apply
wax for either shine or protection. The
entire process is definitely easier with
the help of a mentor. Just be prepared
for the how-to questions from your
fellow car buffs when you say, “Yeah, I
painted this with a friend’s help…”
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What Helps Us Go Faster?

GE T T HE F IR S T 10 Y E A R S OF T HE
MGB DRI V E R
ON 2 CD S!
F O R T H E T RU E MGB
E N T H U S I A ST A S W E L L A S T H E
C U R IOU S DA BBL E R I N T O T H E
WO R L D O F V I N TAGE M O R R I S
GA R AGE . N OW YOU CA N H AV E
A L L T H E CO M P L E T E E A R LY
I S S U E S O F T H E MGB DR I V E R O N
YOU R CO M P U T E R .
T H E S E 1 9 91-2 0 0 0 I S S U E S, M A N Y
O F W H IC H A R E N O L O N GE R
AVA I L A BL E I N P R I N T, CO N TA I N
VA LUA BL E A N D I N F O R M AT I V E
T E C H N ICA L A RT IC L E S. A RT IC L E S
BY MG AU T H O R I T I E S L I K E
B O B M A S O N A N D JO H N T W I ST
A N D O T H E R MGB E X P E RT S A S
W E L L A S OU R OW N M E M BE R
A M AT E U R S.

I NC LU D E D A R E H I ST O R ICA L
A RT IC L E S BY DAV I D K N OW L E S,
W I L S O N MCCO M B , A N D K E N
S M I T H . P LU S A L L T H E O R IGI NA L
S E R I A L I Z E D V E R S IO N O F
“A S P E C T S O F A BI N GT O N.”. E N JOY
T H E QU I Z Z E S, T R I V I A ,
H U M O R , R E ST O R AT IO N
I N F O R M AT IO N A N D A L L T H E
O T H E R E N T E RTA I N I N G A N D
I N F O R M AT I V E A DV IC E YOU
CA N’ T GE T A N Y W H E R E E L S E!
I N P D F F O R M AT,
F O R M AC O R P C .

ONLY $ 30
FOR N A MGBR MEMBERS
$ 6 0 FO R N O N - M EM B ERS .
I N C L U D E S S H I P P I N G U S & C A N A D A O N LY.

Send credit card numbers with expiration date
or checks payable to:
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NA MGBR - BAC K ISSU E C D
P O BOX 55
W H I T T I NGTON, I L 62897
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B-Stingers “For the team picture “- Members left to right - Simon Briggs, Andy Broughton, Jim
Lathan, Max Fulton, Zarrell Lambert, Terry Jones. Not pictured - Ted Alman, Rick Starkweather,
Oliver Tolksdorf
Article and photos by Ted Alman, Simon Briggs
Max Fulton – North Carolina MG Car Club
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hat makes a race car and race
driver go faster? Well more
horsepower, better handling,
and fresh tires are a good start; but
the real secret is improved driver skills
(The “nut behind the wheel”). Anyone
can go fast in a straight line, but what
happens when the road has curves
combined with elevation changes?
One of the most useful tools we have
for our drivers is a Traqmate.
This is a device that relies on
GPS, built in accelerometers, as well
as inputs from the car such as throttle
position, brake input, engine revs,
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temperatures or just about any variable
you may wish to monitor. (We hope
to add a steering input sensor in the
future.) This data stream can be used
to analyze the path of the racecar
through the entire track course. It can
look at the approach to and navigation
through curves as well as braking and
acceleration.
After a practice session on the
track, the data stored in the Traqmate
is downloaded to a laptop computer
with the software package installed.
The Driver, Crew Chief, and any other
interested team members can view the
results. In the map graph of VIR, you
see three colors and many pre-selected
sections. Green is accelerating. Red
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faster or at least more consistent. Another thing we’ve done is to compare
the laps to those of another driver.
Each driver has their own section that
they seem to do better at. (BTW, this
is not to be confused with the section
they like the best!) One of our drivers is
excellent at Oak Tree and Hogpen, but
the other is better through NASCAR
and the uphill Esses. They each exchange notes and look at each other’s
data to learn what the other is doing
and how.
The Traqmate is also good at
showing smoothness in the driver’s
car manipulations – whether they
are getting on and off the accelerator
smoothly. It also records shift points
(very short sections of black) versus
revs so you can see if the driver is shift-

The shifting dynamic representation of one lap of a race track.

ing too early or too late. (Time is usually found by convincing your driver
that the Shift Lights are a Mandatory
Aid, rather than “a suggestion”.)
Mainly, though, the secret to a
fast lap is speed – any one mile per
hour you can carry through a corner
becomes three mph more by the end of
the long straight (and there are three
long straights at VIR). So, it doesn’t
seem like much, but little things add
up: going through Oak Tree at 43
mph rather than 42 mph means half a
second by the end of the back straight!
And while the driver might feel it was
a smooth lap – neither the stopwatch
nor the Traqmate seem to lie!
Safety (Technologically) Faster!
B-Stingers

The acceleration measurements on the race track, compare it to the top image.

is slowing or braking. Black is “coasting’ – black is to be avoided! (“Either
be hard on the brakes or hard on the
throttle!”)
The sections are useful for compiling the “TBL” – the “theoretical best
lap”. It takes the best time through
each of those sectors by the driver and
puts them all together as a “possible”
best lap time (presuming the driver
could do his current best in each section.) This is NOT an indicator of the
fastest lap the car can do – merely what
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the driver would do if he did all the
sections as well as he’d done so far.
Often, the TBL is about 1.5 seconds
quicker than the current standing lap
time but as the driver gets more consistent we’ve seen as little as .7 of a second! The sectors are chosen as areas
that break the lap into easier analyzed
components. (Straights and curves are
often kept separate, thus.)
One of the best learning practices,
then, is for the driver to work on just
one section until they’ve either gotten
MGB Driver • May / June 2012
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Tech Talk
John,
MGB tube diff, what is the pinion
height? Either to the diff center line or to
the carrier bearing housing??
Many thanks, —Ric Willis

John Twist
Technical
Coordinator
MGB Driver

Ric,

The factory information only
references several special tools – the
height from the center line is not
given. This diff is not unique to MG
and was used in many other BMC/BL
vehicles.
John,
Is it true that wire wheel conversion
kits only make your wheels rub inside the
rear quarter panel lip? I have a 72 MGB
with Rostyle wheels and want to convert.
Any recommendations would be appreciated. Thank you very much.
Great work! —Robert Tresch

Demonstration circuit board created by Bob Bentzinger of the MG Club of St Louis for a tech session
on diagnosing electrical issues.
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rear track is still slightly wider than
that of a steel wheel car, but with
a reasonably centered axle there
should not be rubbing problems with
a 165-14 tire. If the customer wants
to go with wider tires and wheels, I
would recommend converting the
axle assembly.
One interesting point is that
you could fit these adapter hubs to
a wire wheel axle assembly, which
would allow extra clearance for those
wanting to run wider than stock rear
wheels and tires like a steamroller.

Robert,
I do not know how the kits work,
but I do know that if you simply fit
wire wheel hubs on a disc wheel
rear axle, then it is possible, but not
certain, that the outside of the wheel
will rub the inside lip of the rear
wheel arch. If the axle is positioned
equally, if the springs have a good
arch, then you may not have this interference problem. But if the axle is
pushed to one side, if the springs are
weak, if the driver and/or passenger
is heavy, then the chances of rubbing
the wheel are great.

Mr. Twist,
I was having problems with my ZS
carb. I was losing oil and I followed your
video. Thank you. Is there a specific position for the air piston? Also when I was
trying to start it, I noticed a massive oil
leak near the catalytic converter which
never happened before. Is that from the
two covers on the left side of the engine?
What is the correct procedure to
get to those covers? I’m assuming I have
to remove the catalytic converter. It is a
1976 MGB. Any advise would be greatly
appreciated.
Thanks, —Frank Newman

Some more input from Kelvin Dodd of
Moss Motors:
The rear axle wire wheel conversion hub mounts the drum differently than the original wire wheel hub.
Instead of the drum being secured
on the WW hub studs by nuts, which
require a certain amount of wheel
offset to clear. The adapter hub has
threaded holes and the drum is
secured by special half height head
bolts. This allows the wheel to be
situated about 1/2” closer to the
drum than on the original hubs. The

Frank!
The position of the air piston in
the car is CRITICAL! The tag on the
rubber diaphragm should be at 9:00,
fitting into the slot in the carb body.
This positions the two air holes at the
bottom of the air piston at 12:00 as
you are facing the carb from the left
front fender.
There are two tappet inspection
covers on the engine. The rear one
doesn’t leak. The front one always
leaks. You can change it without
removing the manifolds with some
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difficulty. Be sure to purchase a thin
cork gasket (as used on the MGA).
Nearly all the parts suppliers show
a thick gasket in that location – but
that’s wrong. You want the thin one.
John,
I was given a rebuilt 1973 MGB that
does not run – ready to start, but static
timing shows dist drive shaft in backwards. Tried to screw in long screw to
remove, but didn’t work. How do I get it
out to reverse the timing?
—Don Faber
Don,
Remove the distributor, remove
the distributor drive housing (one
slotted screw), THEN thread in the
long bolt so you can withdraw the
drive gear. A simple solution is to reverse the position of the wires on the
cap, and while that works just fine,
it’s not ‘factory correct”
John,
I have a running 1973 Midget. There
is some work I need done. Do you know
any one in Napa?
Thank you, —Richard
Richard,
Try the British Motor Trade Association site: www.britcar.org
Hello John,
I own a 1977 MGB in which I have
modified for single ZS to dual HS4s AUD
135. I have also changed the distributor
from 45D points to 25D Electronic and
matching Coil. The following is what I
have done so far. Timed to 32 BTDC at
4000 RPM; followed the online videos on
tuning; balanced carbs with UNISYN;
adjusted mixture 12 flats to start, went up
three flats each. (15 flats); test drove car,
result spit sputter and pop under load; increased three more flats, result better but
still spit sputter and pop 2nd through 3rd
gear (18 flats); increased three more flats,
result even better but still spit sputter and
pop 2nd through third. (21 flats); repeated
this process until I reached 30 flats. Result
still spitting and sputtering at top end and
lack of power at top end. What is wrong?
What am I missing.
—Steve Dockler
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Steve,
Four systems are interconnected
to make the engine run strong: emissions, engine, ignition, fuel. Here are
some notes that may help:
Emissions – The line from the
charcoal canister that used to go
across the rear of the valve cover
to the carb vent on the Stromberg
can be connected, through a T, to
the vents on the HS4 carbs. This line
must not have a low point – it has to
remain above the carbs (or gasoline
can gather in the low point and keep
air pressure from getting to the top
of the float bowl). The line from the
anti-run on valve should be connected to the intake manifold. The vent
line from the front tappet inspection cover which used to vent into
the carb should be connected to a
Smith’s PDV valve mounted between
the carbs. Keep the sealed cap on
the valve cover as the engine vents
through the large tube from the
charcoal canister to the valve cover. If
you haven’t connected all these lines
in the manner above, at least DO
NOT plug up the vents to the float
bowls and DO NOT plug up the line
from the front tappet inspection
cover.
Engine – This comprises the
valve adjustment, the compression,
and the condition of the cam. None
of these has changed since you did
the carb exchange (am I right?) so
they’re not in play.
Ignition – Remember that the
coil on the car is really a 6v coil (even
through it may have been labeled
as a “12-volt – use with 1.8-2.2 ohm
ballast resistor”). If you’ve fitted a
12-volt coil to the car, then it must
be powered by a WHITE wire, not a
WHITE/GREEN, which is a 6-volt wire.
Carburetors – Ensure that the
float height is 1/8” - 3/16” for a low
float will keep the mixture lean no
matter how far down you move the
jets. Also, just for fun, check the fuel
delivery – it must be one pint per
minute.
If you work through these comments and none of these is the root
of the problem, please call during
tech time.

hose clamp to lock the fan clutch? I have
looked for your tech tip and can not find it.
Thanks for your time, —Ron
Ron,
The 1500 Midget has a fan
clutch that allows the fan to turn
only when the radiator heats up.
Eventually the clutch fails and the
unit will deliver an erratic, annoying “GGGGGGRRRTT” at idle. You’ll

need two hose clamps. Fit the clamps
around the back of the fan clutch,
under the nuts that hold the fan to
the clutch. These clamps will, when
tightened, jam between the tapered
cone of the fan pulley and the back of
the clutch, and jam it up tight so the
fan always works. Use clamps that
don’t leave too much trailing strips,
and allow the strips to follow clockwise, not lead. I should do one of my
YouTube videos on this!

Reminder: John Twist will be pleased to answer your technical query; you can e-mail
him at johntwist@universitymotorsltd.com or call during his technical hour of 1-2pm
Eastern, Monday-Friday.

John,
On a 1979 Midget, how do I install a
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Sell • Seek • Swap!

Ads here are FREE to NAMGBR members in good standing — please, no business or commercial ads.
Send ad copy with name, address, phone number and membership number to mgslime@swbell.net
or 5444 Sutherland Ave., St. Louis, MO 63109. Ads only accepted in writing and may be edited for content. •Business or other ads by arrangement with Charles de Bourbon, Advertising Coordinator (see inside front cover.) Ads
run for two issues, space allowing. The Register retains the right to refuse any ad it deems unacceptable.
The originating state is shown at the end of each ad.

CARS FOR SALE
1979 MGB – Carmine Red/Black – MG 2005 con-

• Our Valued Supporters •

cours entry with only 23k original miles; scored
951 points out of 1000. Runs like the day I bought
it, excellent motor and transmission. $11,500; contact Greg Slobodzian at (435) 752-8404 or (435)
881-6523; gslobodzian@msn.com
UT 050612

1978 MGB— Orange/Black, freshly restored

with new carpet, new top, new tires, Peco exhaust,
rebuilt twin HS4 SUs, new paint, new wiring harness, Kent 714 cam; beautiful car and runs great!
Asking $8500, contact John Mangles at (314) 4261600 or mgdoc@sbcglobal.net MO 050612

1974 MGB— Citron; no rust and new paint;

recently rebuilt engine with several upgrades;
overdrive, new dashboard and interior with new
Stayfast top. Chrome bumper car. Reason for selling: old age – mine not the car’s. $10,000 – Larry
Englund (541) 997-3356 OR 050612

1970 MGB/GT— No rust; recent engine rebuild

with new clutch. Has overdrive, newer paint,
redone interior, rebuilt rear suspension with tube
shocks, new windshield, and re-chromed rear bumpers. Reason for selling: old age – mine not the
car’s. Larry Englund (541) 997-3356 OR 050612

1963 MGB — Just in time for the 50th an-

niversary of the MGB! Tartan Red/Black, early
pull-handle survivor (GHN3L1864) built October
1962, second month of production, registered as
1963 since new. Heritage Certificate included.
Runs great, five good wire wheels with new tires
and tubes; rebuilt front end with new springs and
shocks all around. Rebuilt carbs, new clutch master, new brakes, new battery, new hoses, belts, new
correct style gas tank, and new exhaust. Partial
new interior and tonneau, needs top. Single fog
lamp, leather tie down strap on bonnet, restored
1963 Texas plates. Lots of patina and charm.
$7000 obo – Dave Renner, (713) 683-0384
or (713) 301-7620, drenner@sbcglobal.net TX 030412

1966 MGB V8 – - BRG/tan, 3.5 Rover/215Buick
with TR 5-speed 15” wire wheels. Nice car with
3000 miles since conversion. Asking $10,000. Don
Schmidt,
(850) 877-8677 or dhs43bay@aol.com FL
010212
1972 MGB – Clean, runs well, always garaged;

new tires, soft top plus hard top; loads of new parts
– clutch units, spare windshield, seats, spare short
block; HD Moore - $6000 obo.
(508) 477-5657 or captdoug38@aol.com MA 010212

Selling or Buying an MG?
Take advantage of NAMGBR’s
Buy/Sell/Trade Classifieds
on our website: www.NAMGBR.org/classified
A great way to find or sell that hard-to-find part
or that next project.

1973 Midget – Fuel injected, part of estate sale.
Priced at a very reasonable $2000. View at the
website for more detail and then call Jon
at (651) 335-2372 MN
http://home.comcast.net/~jdmasley/MGSafetyFast/
Welcome.html			 111211
1979 Midget 1500 – Russet Brown/tan; 58600
miles. Very clean, 85% original. No rust or filler!
Alabama/Kentucky car. Black hardtop, two tonneau covers, new carpet, new battery, new coil,
new front suspension bushings, new tie rod ends,
new brake, new master cylinder. Many pictures
available, $3300 firm. Skip Karr, (812) 473-4938 or
emyk@netzero.com IN		
091011
1973 MGB – 2nd owner with 75k miles; all work
by certified mechanic, overdrive, new radiator, new
gas tank, new fuel pump and top; front suspension,
brakes, master cylinders rebuilt; new partial interior.
Excellent driver – needs a driver! No rust. $6000.
Wayne McClain, (317) 881-6157 IN
091011

WANTED
Wanted NOS Lucas headlight switch for a 1970
MGB and a Speedo head. Both in good working
order.
Contact: MDGIGEOFFREY@AOL.COM SC

111211

Wanted oil pressure gauge for a 1970 MGB and a
Speedo head. Both in good working order.
Contact: MDGIGEOFFREY@AOL.COM

SC

091011

PARTS FOR SALE
Molsom Plus Car Cover – New, never used. Origi-

nal cost $139, asking $90. Fits MGB, Miata – about
150-155 inches long. Ed Boyer, (269) 668-7612 or
eboyer3@frontier.com MI		
030412

Custom MGB Windshield - New chrome plating

on a refurbished frame. New Moss Triplex glass
assembled in the frame with a new seal. $985 plus
shipping. Roger at (763) 420-8159 or rljlolson@
embarqmail.com
MN@comcast.net MN
030412

MGB Seat Set – New imported custom upholstery

professionally installed over new foam and seat
webbing on refurbished frames. The set includes
new teardrop style head rests. Black with Red piping. Complete and ready for installation. $1125 plus
shipping. Roger at (763) 420-8159 or rljlolson@
embarqmail.com
MN		
030412

MG Magazines – MGB Driver, MG Abingdon Classics, Enjoying MG, MG Enthusiast, MG Magazine,
and MG World. Best offer – I need the space!
Dennis Dutton: dennis376@aol.com
111211

Where 2 ‘B
Please check for up-to-date information before departing to the meet. The Register encourages
local groups and clubs to submit their MG events to MGB Driver. Information must include date,
location, and contact phone number. Please submit events at least 3 months in advance to the
MGB Driver Editor, 5444 Sutherland Ave., St. Louis, MO 63109 or e-mail mgslime@swbell.net

MAJOR NORTH AMERICAN MG EVENTS FOR 2012

Where 2 ‘B
• July 8-22........... Pittsburg Vintage Grand Prix, NAMGBR Regional Event, Pittsburg, PA
• www.pvgp.org
• July 14.............. Brits on the Delaware, Kintnersville, PA • www.tvrccna.org
• July 15 ............. British Car Day, Cincinnati, OH • www.bccgc.com
• July 20-22......... British Motoring Festival, Windsor, NS • www.britishmotoringfestival.com
• July 24-27......... GOF Central, St Charles, IL • www.gofcentral.com

• May 4-6............ North Meets South, NAMGBR Regional Event, Pismo Beach, CA

• caskrs@sbcglobal.net

• May 5............... Britfest 2012, Succasunna, NJ • www.mgccnj.org
• May 6............... British Car Show, Solon, OH • www.neoahc.com
• May 11-13......... Springtime in the Smokies, Townsend, TN • www.blountbritishcars.org
• May 19............. Triangle British Car Show, Raleigh, NC • www.ncmgcc.org
• May 20............. British Car Day, Columbus, OH • www.buckeyetriumphs.org
• May 26............. British Car Show, Greenville, SC • www.gallabrae.com
• May 30-June 3.. British Car Week National Meet, Hot Springs, AR • www.britishcarweek.org
• June 1-3 ........... British Bash, Louisville, KY • www.britishbash.com
• June 1-3............ Champagne British Car Festival, Bloomington, IL • (309) 838-4707
• June 2............... Heartland MG Regional, Independence, MO • www.heartlandmgregional.com
• June 2 .............. Cars & Motorcycles of England, Westtown, PA • www.dvtr.org
• June 3............... Red Mill British Car Day, Clinton, NJ • (908) 713-6251
• June 3............... Return to Ft Meigs, Perrysburg, OH • www.lebcc.org
• June 6-10.......... MG 2012 – Dillard, Georgi

• www.MG2012.com

• June 8-10 ......... Brits Best Classics, Radium Hot Springs, BC • www.calgarymgclub.org
• June 8-10.......... Glenwood Springs Rallye, Glenwood Springs, CO • www.mgcc.org
• June 8-10.......... British Motor Extravaganza, Sand Springs, OK: www.eumoex.com
• June 10............. British Motorcar Gathering, Hellertown, PA • www.keystonemg.com
• June 14-17......... Ohio GOF, Ada, OH • www.ohiogof.org
• June 14 ............ Brits on the Delaware, Kintnersville, PA • www.tvrccna.org
• June 15-17......... Canadian Historic Grand Prix, Mosport, ON • www.mgvr.org
• June 17............. British Field Day, Sussex, WI • jstockinger4@wi.rr.com
• June 17 ............ Eurocar 2012, Cazenovia, NY • www.mgcarclub.com/cny
• June 18-22........ GOF West; Buellton, CA • www.gofwest.com
• June 22-24........ Idaho British Summer Tour, McCall, ID • www.idahobritishcars.org
• June 24............. British Car Show, Notre Dame, IN • www.michianabrits.com

• July 25-29......... AMGCR Convention, Watkins Glen, NY • amgcr@juno.com
• Aug................... British Car Day, Dayton, OH • www.mgcars.org.uk/mgccswoc
• Aug 4................ Pennypacker Mills British Car Day, Schwenksville, PA • www.dvcmg.com
• Aug 4................ Show of Dreams, Wolfeboro, NH • www.bcnh.org
• Aug 11-12.......... Classic Sportscar Show, Alden, MI • www.twinbaybrits.com
• Aug 11-12 ......... rits on the Lake, Port Perry, ON • www.britsonthelake.com
• Aug 17-19.......... University Motors Summer Party, Grand Rapids, MI • www.universitymotorsltd.com
• Aug 17-19.......... MG Vintage Racers, Grattan Raceway, MI • www.mgvr.org
• Sept 6-9............ MG Collier Cup Race, Watkins Glen, NY • www.mgvr.org
• Sept 8................ Fallfest 2012, Bridgewater, NJ • austhealey@aol.com
• Sept 7-8............. Brits in the Ozarks, Fayetteville, AR • www.britishironnwa.org
• Sept 8................ British Car Show, El Segundo, CA • www.automobiledrivingmuseum.org
• Sept 9................ Chicagoland British Car Festival, Palatine, IL • www.britishcarunion.com
• Sept 15.............. British Car Day, St Louis, MO • www.allbritishcarshow.com
• Sept 15.............. Brits on the Beach, Ocean Grove, NJ • www.pedc.org
• Sept 15.............. British Car Show, Delaware City, DE • www.bccdelaware.com
• Sept 15-16......... English Motors at Fairbrook Farms, • San Diego County, CA • nealw@san.rr.com
• Sept 15-16......... British Car Roundup, Clovis, CA • www.valleybritish.org
• Sept 15-16......... Classics on the Green, New Kent, VA • www.classicsonthegreen.com
• Sept 15-16......... English Motoring Conclave, Arvada, CO • www.thecoloradoconclave.com
• Sept 20-22........ Put-in-Bay Road Race, Sandusky, OH • www.pibroadrace.com
• Sept 22.............. British Motor Car Day, Newburgh, IN • www.sirbrit.com
• Sept 23.............. MGB 50th Anniversary Party, Blenheim Palace UK

• www.mgb50.com

• Sept 29.............. MG on the Rocks, Bel Air, MD • www.mgsofbaltimore.com
• Oct 6................. Fall Out 2012, Winona Lake, IN • www.nilbmc.org
• Oct 19-20.......... British Car Festival, Fairhope, AL • www.sabcc.org

• Oct 20............... British Car Day, Mt Pleasant, SC • www.britishcarclubcharleston.com
• Oct 27............... British Field Meet, Safety Harbor, FL • www.tbahc.com
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